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European fruit
and veg trade
contends with
coronavirus

Empty supermarket shelves in Italy, where the
coronavirus outbreak has caused panic buying and
cast a shadow over export shipments. Photo: Stefano
Malagoli

Fresh produce companies are facing up
to a very different set of challenges as the outbreak continues
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As reported last week, China's pork imports
have risen considerably in the past year
following a recent African swine flu
epidemic, but a decrease in that trade –
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certain ports, and then charging extra for
"So far, we haven’t really felt it directly but
it will have an impact on us at some time –
just how big the impact will be needs to be
seen," he told Fruitnet. "We’re close to the
end of our stonefruit season and [anyway]
we send very little stonefruit to the east,
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He added: "One of our concerns is global
"Temporarily we expect Southern
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Europe and USA," commented Ole Schack
Petersen, group senior vice-president and
chief strategy officer at LCL. "Less is going
to China and Asia for two reasons: the lines

Other sources have apparently also been
affected. Off the record, some importers
even spoke of buyers and importers
putting sourcing programmes for Asian
exotics on temporary hold.
Chinese garlic and onions were two of the
major products affected most by
temporary stoppages, although according
to importers in Europe there were signs
those supply lines could reopen some time
in the first half of March as supplies slowly
come back online.
"Business from and to China has been
affected already, but we can see that
exports for garlic and ginger will restart
again during week 10 or 11, which is a
procurement director of Netherlands-

cross into different parts of the country.
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In Europe, meanwhile, supplies of fresh

export association Hortgro, suggested the

Within China, Evrard added, it was proving

transhipments to the scheduled

Imports slowly recovering

based Jupiter Group EU.
"The other issue which has an effect on the
produce business is the lower availability
of reefer containers due to the delay and rerouting of containers in China and its
regions," Vermeulen told Fruitnet. "Now
the we are seeing the virus spreading in
Europe will for sure bring new challenges
for all of us."
In Italy, meanwhile, mounting concern
over the emerging coronavirus outbreak
has sent shockwaves through the country's
fresh produce business, prompting
heightened demand in the domestic market
as well as casting a doubt over how the
country's export business might fare in the
coming weeks. Click here to read more…
Additional reporting by Carl Collen, Tom
Joyce and Maura Maxwell

for instance Chile and NZ, which supply a
lot of fruit into east Asia. Should demand
drop, will they change their strategy
towards exporting to our

are reducing capacity to Asia, and nobody
knows if those markets will be open when
the produce gets there."
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